
 

OMSI Stadtbus O305

The new OMSI map extension is being delivered with the map 'O305i' by SCS. This is a map extension, so there is no need to purchase other maps in order to see the extensions - simply add the OMSI map extension to your base map. If you
don't see the OMSI map extension when you add the O305i map to your main base map then follow the instructions detailed below to see the extensions. You can now take your TownMaps database with you when you load a new game. Add
existing or new buses to your database using the Add-ons manager. With the latest Opus Mapper extension, you can now download TownMaps database files separately and install them on any computer or game. You only need to install the
OMSI add-on on the computer you will use to load a TownMap database and you'll be ready to explore the German omnibus and see the history of Citybus O305. Even the most seasoned bus mapper can have difficulties coming up with ideas

for extensions to their popular TownMaps database. For example, you may notice that there are no more German OMSI routes running past the Berlin Wall in the Cold War era. Fortunately, you no longer need to worry about this problem.
Adding and removing buses from the TownMap database is now a lot easier with the 'Add Bus' function. This will help you to make sure you have the correct buses included in your database. If they'd only released it a few weeks ago, OMSI's

slightly-more-masculine extension for Transport Tycoon would have emerged as the Anticipation Chart's number 1. But it's a case of too little too late, as SCS's slightly-more-hairy extension for ETS2 was released yesterday, taking the top spot.
So anyway...penguins.

OMSI Stadtbus O305

The wait is over. In another change to the OMSI 2 Add-on portfolio, the Stadtbus O305 is now available in a finished version. It works in addition to the O305 that runs in the OMSI Berlin map, although this version is usually not connected.Two
versions are available. The first version includes Off-road textures and new buses. A new map series is also available, starting with a route through the historical Nordkreuzitäler for the OMSI 2 add-on, which is also known as Berlin A3. Here the
O305 can travel on both lines 30 and 47, but can also be driven on the Berlin I5A until the end, where the bus changes lines, temporarily or until the next station. Other lines such as the inner ring will also be implemented at a later stage. The
second version already comes with textures and buses. It includes two other maps: the Stadtbus O305 already runs in the OMSI Berlin map, in addition to the O305 that runs in the OMSI Berlin map. The new version contains several options for

the Berlin transport map, including new buses and textures. Off To The Next Round. Experience a new omnibus simulator with OMSI 2 and start discovering Spandau while driving the Traders from the bus. OMSI 2is the successor of the well
known and awarded Omnibus OMSI simulator. OMSI 2not only offers the routes and buses you already know from OMSI, but adds lots of exciting new features. In OMSI 2you can drive the first ever articulated bus in the OMSI history the man

NG272. Experience the new omnibus line 5covering a total distance of 12km from the subway station Ruhl just to the psychiatric clinic Spandau. Thanks to the newly added chronology function you'll not only be able to drive through Spandau in
1986, but also to relive the changes taking place in Spandau between 1986and 1994. You won't have to worry about the height of the steps to the vaporetto; there are 14 of them! You can also navigate the scene-referring omnibus navigation

in the virtual map of Spandau. 5ec8ef588b
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